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FOLDABLE FABRIC POSTER INFORMATION
 Our foldable fabric is a synthetic polyester.
 Unlike paper, this fabric is waterproof and does not wrinkle
or leave a crease when loosely folded. If you press hard
creases into the material, they will show up, but only
slightly.
 You may want to place your loosely folded poster inside of
a small box during transport so that hard creases are not
accidentally pressed into it if compressed.
 If you put a hot iron on this material, it will melt. Use of a very low heat iron on the back of
a poster may press out light creases (use caution and test a corner first).
 If your poster gets creased during transport, then when
you reach your destination you should do the following:
unfold your poster, roll your poster at an angle and leave it
rolled up for a few hours or overnight if possible (this
should stretch out any horizontal or vertical creases that
resulted from folding the poster and pressing it too tight).
 This material meets the #1 PETE recyclable requirements making it 100% recyclable. To
recycle your poster or poster bag, please drop them off at one of the following IT offices (if
no one is in the office, just leave your materials outside the door): 1259 Meyer, 3111
Meyer, or 3113 Meyer.
 Tape placed on the front of your poster will likely pull off ink from the fabric. If you must
tape on the front of your poster, you should tape on edges that do not have ink.
 This material is waterproof and can be used in outdoor tabletop or window displays, but
note that if you put it through the washer and dryer, the ink will likely be damaged from
the heat of the dryer.
 Please contact foodchainit@ucdavis.edu with any questions.

